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Memristive Computational Memory Using Memristor
Overwrite Logic (MOL)

Khaled Alhaj Ali, Mostafa Rizk, Amer Baghdadi, Jean-Philippe Diguet,
Jalal Jomaah, Naoya Onizawa, Takahiro Hanyu

Abstract—In this paper, we present a novel logic design style,
namely memristor overwrite logic (MOL), associated with an
original MOL-based computational memory. MOL relies on a fully
digital representation of memristor and can operate with differ-
ent memristive device technologies. Its integration in memristive
crossbar arrays and computational memories allows the execution
of bit and vector-level primitive logic operations in two compu-
tational steps at most. Promising features and performances are
demonstrated through the implementation of N -bit full addition
using the proposed MOL-based computational memory.

Index Terms—Memristor, Memristor Overwrite Logic (MOL),
In-memory computation, Crossbar array, Logic design.

I. INTRODUCTION

MEMRISTOR has been predicted theoretically by Leon Chua
[1] in 1971. Chua hypothesized that memristor which is

the fourth passive device should exist and hold a relationship
between magnetic flux and charge. The first fabrication of a
memristor device has been developed by a research team at
Hewlett-Packard (HP) Labs [2] in 2008. The device structure is
comprised of a stoichiometric (TiO2) and an oxygen deficient
(TiO2−x) layer sandwiched between two platinum electrodes.
The obtained two-terminal nano-device exhibits a dynamic
resistance that can be modulated between two bounds. These
bounds correspond to the low and high resistance states, and
are referred to as RON and ROFF respectively. Memristor
possesses the ability to retain the last attained resistance value
in a non-volatile manner.

Given the nanoscale dimensions of memristors and their
unique properties, several innovative applications have emerged.
One of the most promising applications is the use of memristors
to implement arithmetic blocks, such as full adders [3][4][5].
Compared to pure CMOS implementations, these blocks are of
relatively high density and could be packed into small chip area.
Other applications involve using memristor-based memories
to allow processing within the storage cells. This approach,
referred to as in-memory computing, is being explored recently
to alleviate time and energy cost of data movement encountered
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in conventional von Neumann architecture and aggravated by
the recent growth in data-centric applications [6]. The con-
cept is different from, yet can be complementary to, that of
near-memory computing which dates to the 1990s [7]. Near-
memory computing approach aims to place the processing units
physically closer to the memory, for example through advanced
die stacking technologies or three-dimensional (3D) integration.
Despite the reduction in time and distance to memory access,
there still exists a physical separation between the memory and
the compute units [8]. For in-memory computing, instead of
sending large amount of data to the processing cores, part of
the tasks are computed in place inside the memory itself [9].
Depending on the application, this can reduce the computational
complexity of these tasks and/or the amount of data being
accessed, leading to significant performance improvement [6].

In this context, several recent contributions have been pro-
posed to enable computation within memristive memory arrays
and can be classified in two categories. The first category
involves using the memristor as single-level cell (SLC) [10–
16]. The second category includes work that uses the memristor
as multi-level cell (MLC) or analog cell [17–19]. MLC-based
computing is promising when targeting applications with in-
tensive multiply-accumulate operations, such as convolutional
neural networks (CNN) [19]. However, a number of challenges
remain in terms of manufacturability and computational ac-
curacy regarding device variability, pattern-dependent current
leakage and the area overhead of peripheral circuits [20]. Major
semiconductor foundries have not included MLC technology
in their development roadmaps in the near future [19]. In
contrast, SLC cells have a larger readout margin that makes
them tolerant against process variation and resistance drift
effects. Based on SLCs, different logic design styles have been
introduced together with different realizations on memristive
crossbar arrays. The Material Implication (IMPLY) [10] and the
Memristor Aided loGIC (MAGIC) [21] have been introduced to
enable in-memory logic operations. Although promising results
are demonstrated, MAGIC and IMPLY techniques still impose
specific technology and design constraints. For instance, in
order to attain acceptable performance in these techniques, the
ratio ROFF /RON of the adopted memristive devices should
be relatively high. Moreover, authors of [22] have reported
that IMPLY does not ensure binary resistance switching of
memristors in some cases. More recently, other in-memory com-
puting techniques have emerged as alternatives. Among these,
the memristor-based majority (MAJ) [23] has been introduced
to overcome the aforementioned limitations. However, other
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downsides arise at the architectural level. MAJ design style is
relatively complex in terms of peripheral circuits as well as
excessive in-out data movement which in turn impacts latency.

In this work, we introduce a novel logic design style, namely
memristor overwrite logic (MOL), associated with an original
MOL-based computational memory. MOL combines the sim-
plicity of MAGIC/IMPLY techniques and the accuracy of MAJ.
MOL can operate with different memristive device technologies
and allows for significant reduction in the number of required
memristors and computational steps.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
provides a brief survey on existing memristor based logic
design styles. Section III presents our proposed MOL approach.
Section IV discusses the integration of MOL into the conven-
tional memory configurations. Section V presents our proposed
configurable MOL-based computational memory architecture.
The design and its configuration methodology are demonstrated
by a case study of a N-bit full addition in Section VI. Sim-
ulations and performance analysis are illustrated in Section
VII. Comparison with available implementations is presented
in Section VIII. Finally, Section IX concludes the paper.

Although memristive devices encompass memristors, it is
possible to use the term memristor for other memristor devices
[24]. In this paper, we use the terms memristor and memristive
device interchangeably for simplicity.

II. MEMRISTIVE DEVICES AS COMPUTATIONAL ELEMENTS

The versatile nature of memristors allows them to be used
as computational elements in addition to their storage role.
Implementing Boolean logic with memristors has been widely
explored. Several memristor-based logic design styles have been
introduced in the literature. Each is adapted for a specific type
of applications and surrounded with specific limitations.

A. Logic design styles

The Memristor Ratioed Logic (MRL) has been proposed
in [3]. MRL integrates memristors with CMOS transistors to
implement combinational functional blocks. These blocks are
relatively dense compared to those implemented with pure
CMOS transistors. The Memristive Threshold Logic (MTL) has
been studied in [25]. The gate uses the configurable conductance
of memristors to represent weights during operation. However,
these weights are very sensitive to state drift, which can be a
critical issue [25]. It is considered simple, but still in preliminary
stages of fabrication. IMPLY [10] and MAGIC [21] are intended
for in-memory computing. In these design styles, a memristor
serves as a memory element as well as a part of a computational
gate inside the memory. MAD gate, or Memristors-As-Drivers
gate has been presented in [26]. MAD has been introduced to
overcome the long delays of the IMPLY operations as well
as signal degradation and buffering issues in MRL; however,
each MAD gate requires a complex driving circuitry and is
thus considered unsuitable for integration inside a memristive
memory. MAJ has been proposed in [23]. The authors demon-
strated that a single memristor is capable of performing a 3-
variable majority function. Using additional inversion function

(INV), a Boolean expression is represented using majority-
inverter graph (MIG). MIGs are then realized sequentially in
conventional memristive crossbar arrays. The complementary
resistive switches (CRS) logic has been presented in [27]. CRS
logic is capable of realizing two primitive operations denoted
as reverse implication (RIMP) and inverse implication (NIMP).
This logic design style can be considered as a special case of
MAJ (see Section III-B).

In this paper, our target application concerns in-memory
computing, so some logic design styles such as MRL, MAD
and MTL are excluded.

B. Limitations

MAGIC and IMPLY logic families are widely explored
in the literature. Authors of [12][28–31] have presented sev-
eral approaches where logic functions are broken down into
several MAGIC or IMPLY operations. These operations are
then performed sequentially inside memristive crossbar arrays.
However, these approaches have several design constraints:
• The analysis in [22] reveals that IMPLY cannot achieve the

full resistance switching of the output memristor in case
both input memristors of the IMPLY gate are in the ROFF

resistance state. Hence, the corresponding state of the output
memristor is not fully digital.

• Output memristors in IMPLY and MAGIC may be subjected
to state drift [10][12].

• The performance of these design styles is highly dependent
on the technology of the adopted memristive device (e.g.
requirement of memristive devices with high ROFF /RON

ratio) [10][12].
• The corresponding basis functions provided by IMPLY and

MAGIC are not diverse enough to allow fast logic mapping
with minimum computational cycles.
MAJ-based logic design has been recently explored by sev-

eral authors [23][15]. MAJ relies on a digital representation of
memristors, so the limitations faced in IMPLY and MAGIC
can be overcome. However, at the architecture level, other
downsides arise:
• In-memory computing architectures based on MAJ, which are

available in the literature, require additional load operations,
which read data bits outside the memory. This induces the
overheads in terms of total critical path, number of cycles
and the complexity of the dedicated control unit.

• Architectures based on MAJ involve significant modifications
in the peripheral circuitry of the memory. The write operations
are performed on bit-lines (BLs) as well as word-lines (WLs)
instead of BLs only.

These limitations hold also for CRS logic design approach [27]
as it can be considered as a special case of MAJ.

III. PROPOSED MOL LOGIC

In this section we introduce a new memristor-based logic
design style namely Memristor Overwrite Logic (MOL). MOL
approach is highly adapted for computing within memristive
crossbar arrays and avoids the limitations encountered by pre-
existing logic design styles.
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A. Digital representation of memristive devices

The nonvolatile internal resistance state of memristor could
be changed according to the magnitude and duration of the
applied bias across its terminals [32]. However, a non sufficient
magnitude or duration leads to an intermediate resistance state
R where RON < R < ROFF . In this case, the state of the
memristor can not be considered as binary, which in turn leads
to more sophisticated modeling of the internal state of memris-
tive devices in the analog domain. However, in a digital design,
we could think about the memristor as a two-state element
where its resistance R ∈ {RON , ROFF } and ignoring any
other intermediate states if we succeed to guarantee a sufficient
magnitude and duration of the bias across its terminals. Based
on this understanding, the internal state of a memristor is defined
in the digital domain. Let Qn be the current internal state of
a memristor while Qn+1 is the next state after applying a
new external bias represented by A and B as shown in Fig.
1(a). Hence, Qn+1 will a be function of the logical states at
the terminals A and B and the previous internal state Qn. By
considering all the possible combinations of A, B and Qn as
shown in Fig. 1(b), the state equation of a memristive device is
expressed as follows:

Qn+1 = QnA+QnB +AB = M3(A,B,Qn) (1)

where M3 represents the 3-variable majority function, which
is defined in [33]. This expression demonstrates that a majority
function is an intrinsic feature of memristive devices [23]. Based
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Fig. 1. Memristor: (a) internal state after applying external bias represented by
A and B; (b) truth table

on the Boolean expression presented in (1), the equivalent latch
circuit of a memristive device is shown in Fig. 2 where Q is the
internal state of the memristor. To translate the Boolean value
of Q into a resistance between the terminals of the memristor,
an analog multiplexer is added. It selects either one of the two
resistors, which resistances are RON or ROFF where Q =
0 and Q = 1 are mapped to RON and ROFF respectively.
Note that this schematic is valid and useful from the digital
perspective, so it cannot be used for simulation in the analog
domain.

B. MOL logic procedure

The state representation of memristor expressed in (1) clar-
ifies its computational capability and simplifies its integration
in the digital domain. Six possible cases can be derived from
(1) and are listed in (2). Fig. 3 is an illustration of these cases.

A 

B 

Ron Roff 

Q Equivalent 

A 

B 

Q  

Resistive ports Memristor latch 

Fig. 2. Equivalent latch circuit of memristor with binary resistive ports

They are split into two groups. The first group includes the
cases from 1 to 4, which correspond to MOL. In these 4 cases,
a memristor acts as logic accumulator. The previously stored
bit Qn is subjected to OR/AND with the new input A/B while
the other terminal of the memristor is set to logic "0" or logic
"1" depending on the desired function. The obtained output is
simultaneously saved in the form of new internal state Qn+1.
The remaining cases (i.e. 5 and 6) are achieved by initializing
the memristor to a known state (logic "0" or logic "1"). The
inputs A and B are sent to the memristor ports simultaneously.
The output is saved as the new internal state (Qn+1) of the
memristor. In fact, these two cases correspond to CRS logic
operations that are explored in the literature [16][23][27].

Although MOL operations are special cases of the 3-variable
majority, working with MOL is much simpler. MOL highly
resembles the conventional write operation. One end of each
memristor is reserved for the input operands, while the other
end is employed for selection. In contrast, MAJ employs both
terminals of the memristor for the input operands. This makes
MOL more adapted to crossbar memory arrays.

Qn+1 =



Qn +A , B = 0, case : 1 (MOL)

QnA , B = 1, case : 2 (MOL)

Qn +B , A = 0, case : 3 (MOL)

QnB , A = 1, case : 4 (MOL)

AB , Qn = 0, case : 5 (CRS)

A+B , Qn = 1, case : 6 (CRS)

(2)

The same concept applies to a vector of bits. Fig. 4 illustrates
that two consecutive steps are enough for achieving MOL
operations on an N -bit vector. In step 1, which is presented in
Fig. 4(a), the input vector I = [IN−1 IN−2... I1 I0] is written
into the N memristors by mapping logic "0" and logic "1" to
the normalized voltage levels −1V and 1V respectively while
the common horizontal line is set to 0V . At the end of this step,
the resulting state of a given memristor Mk is Qk = Ik. In step
2, the same N memristors are overwritten with the input vector
A = [AN−1 AN−2... A1 A0]. However, the input voltage level
on the common horizontal line is set to 0V or 1V depending on
the desired operation. For the case of MOL-OR (Fig. 4(b)), B
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Fig. 3. Six possible logic cases performed by a memristor

is set to 0V and the result, which is stored in a given memristor
Mk, is Q′k = Ak+Ik. For the case of MOL-AND (Fig. 4(c)), B
is set to 1V and the result, which is stored in a given memristor
Mk, is Q′k = AkIk.

Step1: 
Write

I0I1I2IN-1

B=0

Ik ∈ {-1v , 1v}
k ∈[0,N-1]

M0M1M2MN-1

(a)

Step2: 
Overwrite (Case: OR)

Ak ∈ {0v , 1v}
k ∈[0,N-1]

B=0

A0A1A2AN-1

M0M1M2MN-1

(b)

Step2: 
Overwrite (Case: AND)

Ak ∈ {0v , 1v}
k ∈[0,N-1]

A0A1A2AN-1

M0M1M2MN-1

(c)

B=1

Fig. 4. Performing MOL on a vector of bits; (a) writing N -bits into memritsors;
(b) overwrite step for MOL-OR; (c) overwrite step for MOL-AND

C. Performing MOL inside memristive crossbars

The proposed MOL can be performed in memristive crossbar
arrays. The input data bits to the crossbar can be either written
or combined logically with the currently stored bits inside the
crossbar. This can be simply achieved by choosing the appropri-
ate normalized voltage levels for representing the arriving bits
(i.e. -1/1 for write and 0/1 for MOL). Fig. 5(a) illustrates that
a single or multiple rows of the crossbar could be selected for
either MOL-OR or MOL-AND operations with the incoming
data bits I = [IN−1 IN−2... I1 I0] being applied on the
columns. Similarly, Fig. 5(b) shows that a single or multiple
columns of the crossbar could be selected for either MOL-OR-
NOT or MOL-AND-NOT operations with the incoming data
bits of the vector I applied on the rows.

I0 I1 I2 IN-1 

B0=0 

B1=1 

B0=0 B1=1 

 

I0 

I1 

I2 

IN-1 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 5. MOL inside memristive crossbar: (a) MOL-OR or/and MOL-AND; (b)
MOL-OR-NOT or/and MOL-AND-NOT

IV. MEMORY ARCHITECTURE WITH MOL CAPABILITIES

Crossbars constitute the core element of emerging memris-
tive memories (e.g. RRAMs and MRAMs). Integrating MOL
with crossbar-memory architectures can lead to promising en-
hancements and provides additional computational capabilities
to these memories. However, this imposes updating memory
peripheral drivers to cope with MOL operations in addition
to its main storage function. Fig. 6(a) presents the proposed
memory architecture which is capable of performing MOL. As
illustrated in Section III, write and overwrite operations could
be performed along the rows as well as the columns of the
crossbar. However, in a conventional memory architecture, the
flow of the incoming data bits is along bit-lines only while the
word-lines are reserved for addressing. Thus, MOL operation,
which is similar to a write operation, could be only performed
along BLs. In this case, MOL-OR and MOL-AND are the only
supported logic operations in the proposed memory architecture.
The architecture shown in Fig. 6(a) can be configured in four
different modes:

1- Write mode: The input N -bit vector I =
[IN−1 IN−2... I1 I0] is first mapped via bit-line driver
(BLD) into the normalized voltage levels of −1V and 1V
corresponding for logic "0" and "1" respectively. Fig. 7(a)
presents the schematic of BLD at the transistor level. The
respective voltage levels (−1V and 1V ) are then provided to
the BLs of the memristive crossbar through the Isolation Block
(ISO), which acts in this mode as a connecting switch. Fig.
7(b) illustrates the internal structure of ISO. Simultaneously,
the enabled addressing decoder selects a single WL. The
selected WL is supplied with a voltage VSEL, which is already
shared to the input of each transmission gate corresponding to
every WL. The shared voltage VSEL is set to the normalized
voltage level of 0V . The unselected WLs remain floating in
the high impedance state (Z).

2- Overwrite mode: In this mode, the function of the memory
is switched to perform MOL among its memristive crossbar. As
stated above, both MOL-OR and MOL-AND have to be sup-
ported. For the case of MOL-OR, the input data bits are mapped
to the normalized voltage levels of 0V and 1V corresponding
for logic "0" and logic "1" respectively. The addressing decoder
performs its normal selection function for a single WL. ISO is
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kept at the connecting state. The level of VSEL is also set to 0V
as in the case of write mode. The resulting bits of the MOL-OR
operation are simultaneously stored in the selected WL. MOL-
AND is performed similarly but VSEL is switched to the high
voltage level (i.e. VSEL = 1V ).

3- Read mode: In this mode, a single WL is selected to sense
the corresponding states of its allocated memristors individually.
BLD is isolated using the ISO block, which acts in this
case as an open switch. The selection voltage VSEL is set
to 0.5V (normalized). The sensing current generated through
each memristor have to guarantee a stability of its internal
state (no state drift). A sensing amplifier (SA) circuitry, whose
architecture is illustrated in Fig. 7(c), is used to measure the
voltages across the reference resistors of respective resistances
R. R is chosen to be the mid value between RON and ROFF

(i.e. R = (RON +ROFF )/2). By considering RON < ROFF ,
the voltage across a reference resistor, which is in series to the
sensed memristor, would be either in the neighborhood of 0V
or 0.5V . Depending on the state of the sensed memristor, the
three cascaded inverters magnify this difference leading to −1V
or 1V at the output.

4- Idle mode: In this mode, the memory is not active. The
memristive crossbar is totally isolated to preserve its internal
state. The IB block is in the isolation mode. Hence, all BLs are
in the high impedance state (Z). Moreover, the address decoder
is disabled. Thus, none of the WLs is selected, keeping them
in the Z state.

BLD 

SA 

VSEL 

Write/Overwrite 

D 
E 
C 
O 
D 
E 
R 

Isolate/Connect ISO 

E 

I0 I1 I2 IN-1 

O0 O1 O2 ON-1 

Read Read 

BLD 

ISO 

SA 

D 
E 
C 
O 
D 
E 
R 

O0 O1 O2 ON-1 

I0 I1 I2 IN-1 

E 

VSEL 

Write/Overwrite 

Isolate/Connect 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 6. Configurations of MOL memory architectures: (a) 1M; (b) 1T1M

The architecture presented in Fig. 6(a) adopts the 1-memristor
(1M) configuration for the structure of the crossbar. In other
words, each cell consists of one memristor which connects the
vertical and horizontal nano-wires of the crossbar. However,
the 1M crossbar configuration suffers from the sneak paths phe-
nomenon [34]. Sneak paths correspond to current paths through
unselected cells in a memristive array. These undesired paths
lead in some cases to a drift in the state of unselected memristive
cells during write or overwrite operations. Moreover, it gives
false estimation about the real logical state of a given selected
memristor during reading mode. This phenomenon degrades the
overall memory performance. Several efforts have been devoted
in the literature to overcome sneak path phenomenon [34] [35]

[36]. All proposed methods are limited to a certain crossbar size.
Thus, increasing the size of the memristive crossbar beyond
a certain limit will eventually lead to the sneak paths. A
possible solution to stop these paths is to use a selector in
series with each allocated memristive cell. This solution induces
overheads in terms of the total utilized area of the memory
which in turn loses the ultra high density attained in the 1M
case. In [37], a transistor is used as a selector. Thus, each cell

(a)

(c)

1

-1

0

(d)

(e)

(b)

0

R RR R

BLD

ISO

SA

INV

BSD

Fig. 7. Drivers architectures for the proposed MOL-memory approach

inside the memory consists of one transistor in series with one
memristive device (1T1M). The obtained crossbar architecture
for the 1T1M configuration is considered as sneak-path free.
Fig. 6(b) presents our proposed 1T1M memory architecture with
added MOL capabilities. The WL transmission gates, that have
been used in the 1M case are no longer used in the case, of
1T1M memory architecture. Normally, each transmission gate
is equivalent to two MOSFETs. Thus, for an N×M memristive
crossbar array, additional NM − 2N MOSFETs are used in
the 1T1M architecture compared to that in the 1M case. The
obtained 1T1M architecture has the same four control modes
previously introduced for the 1M case.

V. MOL-BASED COMPUTATIONAL MEMORY

In this section, a MOL-based computational memory ar-
chitecture is introduced. The architecture is able to perform
MOL operations between two stored word lines. The original
architecture, which is formed of two interconnected MOL
memory blocks, works in a complementary manner.
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A. Architecture

The proposed MOL-memory architectures, which are pre-
sented in section IV, act as logic accumulators for the newly
arriving bits. In other words, computation in such memory
is restricted for logic accumulation. Accordingly, performing
general Boolean functions in this memory requires an additional
process to load the stored data bits outside the memory. These
additional load operations are at odds with the concept of com-
putation inside the memory. To overcome these load operations,
we propose the use of two coupled MOL memories (MOL-
memory-A and MOL-memory-B), that work in complementary
manner. At each time step, one of these memories acts as source
of input data-bits of the second memory. The second memory
performs MOL with the previously stored bits in its memristive
crossbar. Fig. 8 illustrates our proposed computational-memory
architecture. The architectures of MOL-memory-A and MOL-
memory-B are identical. A controlled inverting driver (INV)
is added after the sensing stages of the two memories. The
function of this driver is to achieve a complete logic, as the
OR and AND logic operations supported by the memories
are not universal. So, additional NOT operation is needed to
allow the description of any Boolean function. The architecture
of INV is illustrated in Fig. 7(d). A 1-bit barrel shift driver
(BSD) is added to enable bit-level operations in addition to
vector-level operations. The BSD is responsible for ensuring
switchable connections between the two memory blocks. It
can be reconfigured either to pass the data bits or to shift
them on the fly with no need for an additional cycle. The
architecture of the BSD is presented in Fig. 7(e). The proposed
MOL-memory architecture presented in Fig. 8 is capable of
performing numerous operations including logic computation
and storage. Table I lists the most important (not all) operations
that could be achieved. For each listed operation, a set of
appropriate commands are simultaneously sent to the blocks
constituting the architecture. A single operation requires one
computational step. As an example, the case 19 in Table I
corresponds to the arithmetic operation expressed in (3)

MB(n) = MB(n) AND MA(m) (3)

where MA(m) and MB(n), are the bit-vectors located at the
addresses m and n corresponding for MOL-memory-A and
MOL-memory-B respectively. For this case, MOL-memory-A
is set to the read mode. It reads the bit-vector MA(m), which
undergoes a bitwise inversion through INV block. The 1-bit
shifter is disabled. Simultaneously, MOL-memory-B, is set to
the overwrite mode to perform MOL-AND with the vector
MB(n). The result of the bitwise logic operation replaces the
previous vector MB(n). The process is performed during one
computational step.

B. Performing general arithmetic tasks

Generally, an arithmetic function (e.g. addition, subtraction,
compare, etc.) could be expressed in Boolean form. Accord-
ingly, breaking the Boolean form into several MOL operations
allows its execution inside the proposed computational memory.
Thus, the execution of an arbitrary Boolean function requires
several computational steps so MOL operations are executed
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Fig. 9. Architecture diagram of MOL-based computational memory with its
dedicated control unit

iteratively to finalize the desired arithmetic task. For this
purpose, an external controller, which arranges these iterative
operations is needed. Fig. 9 shows the block diagram which
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TABLE I
ENCODING TABLE

110 AND AND
101 Read Read
011 Write Write
011 OR OR
1 Enable Write Isolate Pass Enable Write Isolate Pass Select-out
0 Disable Overwrite Connect Invert Disable Overwrite Connect Invert Select-in

Operation Binary Micro-Instruction EA BLDA ISOA ModeA INVA BSDA EB BLDB ISOB ModeB INVB BSDB Sel

0 00000 MA(m) = I 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 x 0 1 1 1 x 1 0
1 00001 MB(n) = I 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
2 00010 O =MA(m) 1 x 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 x
3 00011 O =MB(m) 0 x 0 1 1 1 x 1 1 x 0 1 0 1 0 1 x
4 00100 O =MA(m) 1 x 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 x
5 00101 O =MB(m) 0 x 0 1 1 1 x 1 1 x 0 1 0 1 1 1 x
6 00110 MA(m) =MB(n) 1 1 1 0 1 1 x 1 1 x 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
7 00111 MB(n) =MA(m) 1 x 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 x 1 x
8 01000 MA(m) =MB(n) 1 1 1 0 1 1 x 1 1 x 0 1 0 1 1 1 1
9 01001 MB(n) =MA(m) 1 x 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 x 1 x
10 01010 MA(m) =MA(m) AND I 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 x 0 1 1 1 x 1 0
11 01011 MB(n) =MB(n) AND I 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0
12 01100 MA(m) =MB(n) OR I 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 x 0 1 1 1 x 1 0
13 01101 MB(n) =MB(m) OR I 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0
14 01110 MA(m) =MA(m) AND MB(n) 1 0 1 1 1 0 x 1 1 x 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
15 01111 MB(n) =MB(n) AND MA(n) 1 x 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 x 1 x
16 10000 MA(m) =MA(n) OR MB(n) 1 0 1 0 1 1 x 1 1 x 0 1 0 1 0 1 1
17 10001 MB(n) =MB(m) OR MA(n) 1 x 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 x 1 x
18 10010 MA(m) =MA(m) AND MB(n) 1 0 1 1 1 0 x 1 1 x 0 1 0 1 1 1 1
19 10011 MB(n) =MB(n) AND MA(n) 1 x 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 x 1 x
20 10100 MA(m) =MA(m) OR MB(n) 1 0 1 0 1 1 x 1 1 x 0 1 0 1 1 1 1
21 10101 MB(n) =MB(m) OR MA(n) 1 x 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 x 1 x
22 10110 MA(m) =MB(n) << 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 x 1 1 x 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
23 10111 MB(n) =MA(m) << 1 1 x 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 x 1 x
24 11000 MA(m) =MA(m) AND [MB(n) << 1] 1 0 1 1 1 0 x 1 1 x 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
25 11001 MB(n) =MB(n) AND [MA(n) << 1] 1 x 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 x 1 x
26 11010 MA(m) =MA(n) OR [MB(n) << 1] 1 0 1 0 1 1 x 1 1 x 0 1 0 1 0 0 1
27 11011 MB(n) =MB(m) OR [MA(n) << 1] 1 x 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 x 1 x
28 11100 MA(m) =MB(n) << 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 x 1 1 x 0 1 0 1 1 0 1
29 11101 MB(n) =MA(m) << 1 1 x 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 x 1 x

illustrates the general structure of the memory and the controller.
When the controller receives an instruction from the processor,
it decides the role of the memory whether for storage or
computation. Specifically, for the case of computation, the
controller breaks the received macro-instruction into several
iterative micro-instructions, which can be performed by the
proposed memory. In our case, micro-instructions correspond to
the set of operations listed in Table I. A processing area should
be reserved in each of MOL-memory-A and MOL-memory-
B in the proposed computational memory. The area could be
dynamically changed according to the need (such as the number
of required tasks). Moreover, the location of the processing
area could be also changed periodically. The reason for location
change is to attain better endurance for the memristive memory
cells that are subjected to continuous stress. The design of the
controller is beyond the scope of this paper.

VI. MOL BASED IN MEMORY N-BIT FULL ADDITION

In this section, an N-bit full addition is considered as a case
study to evaluate the functionality of our proposed computa-
tional memory architecture.

A. Proposed iterative N-bit full addition process dedicated for
computational MOL-memory

Generally, full adder is the basic digital building block for
several computational operations (i.e. addition, subtraction and
multiplication). Thus, implementing a full addition process in-
side the memory is the first step toward in-memory computing.
Equations (4) and (5) present the well known expressions of the
1-bit full addition.

S = A⊕B ⊕ Cin (4)

Cout = AB +BCin +ACin (5)

where A and B are the inputs, Cin is the input carry value, S is
the 1-bit adder output and Cout is the output carry. The operator
⊕ corresponds to the boolean XOR. Assume that all the inputs
are initially stored in the memory. The boolean functions of S
and Cout are written in the form of sum of products (SoP),
so that their expressions could be mapped into the proposed
computational memory using sequential MOL operations. The
inputs of a given MOL operation should be aligned on the
same columns (ie. same bit-lines) in the memory, otherwise,
a pre-shifting process is required to align the corresponding
inputs. Accordingly, the number of steps required to achieve
the computation of S and Cout is affected by the relative
positions of the input A, B and Cin inside the memory. In
order to minimize the number of computational steps as well
as reserve the minimum possible processing area, a dedicated
N-bit addition process is proposed. The process uses a specific
sequence of each operation listed in Table I. Consider the two
N-bit vectors AN and BN . The addition of AN and BN leads
to the vector sum SN+1. Normally, the additional 1-bit in SN+1

is reserved for the expected overflow in the addition process.
We propose to follow the procedure illustrated in Algorithm 1
to achieve a vector level addition of AN and BN :

• Stage 1: The vector sum S0 which is of length N + 1 is
initialized by the bitwise XOR of AN and BN . Similarly, the
vector carry C0 of length N + 1 is initialized by the bitwise
AND of AN and BN . The expressions of S0 and C0 are
presented in (6) and (7) respectively.

S0 = A⊕B (6)

C0 = AB (7)

• Stage 2: Each time, a new vector sum Si+1 and vector carry
Ci+1 are created based on their previous values Si and Ci

respectively. Equation (8) and (9) demonstrate the respective
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expressions of Si+1 and Ci+1. This process is repeated N−1
times.

Si+1 = Si ⊕ (Ci << 1) (8)

Ci+1 = Si (Ci << 1) (9)

The operator "<< 1" stands for the 1-bit shift to the left. At
the end of this iterative process, the final obtained vector SN−1
corresponds to the sum of AN and BN while CN−1 will be a
zero vector.

Algorithm 1 N-bit addition dedicated for computation inside
MOL-memory

1: procedure ADD(A,B) . A and B are N-bit vectors
2: S0 ← A⊕B
3: C0 ← AB
4: for i← 0 to N − 2 do
5: Si+1 ← Si ⊕ (Ci << 1)
6: Ci+1 ← Si(Ci << 1)
7: end for
8: return SN−1 . The sum of A and B
9: end procedure

B. In-memory N-bit full addition procedure

The proposed iterative N-bit addition process can be mapped
into the computational MOL-memory using the operations listed
in Table I. Fig. 10 shows a space-time representation of the N-bit
full addition process, which is realized within MOL-memory-
A and MOL-memory-B. For each computational step, the new
contents of the memories are listed in a new single column in
Fig. 10. Assume the case where the two vectors AN and BN ,
that are subjected to addition, are initially stored inside MOL-
memory-A at the addresses m1 and m2 respectively. Additional
two word-lines have to be reserved inside MOL-memory-B to
attain the addition of AN and BN . The two stages that are
presented in section VI-A are realized as follows:

• Stage 1: Corresponds to the steps between 0 and 5 using the
six micro-operations that have the sequence order shown in
Fig. 10. At the end of this stage, the bitwise AND of A and
B (i.e. C0 = AB) is stored in MOL-memory-A while the
XNOR of A and B (i.e. S0 = A⊕B) is stored in MOL-
memory-B.

• Stage 2: In this stage, the steps between 6 and 11 are
repeated N-1 times. Their corresponding micro-instructions
have the sequence order shown in Fig. 10. Each time the
initial vector Ci is shifted to the left by one bit and the
resulting vector undergoes bitwise AND with the initial vector
Si. The obtained result is referred as Ci+1, which expression
is presented in (9). Simultaneously, the shifted version of
Ci undergoes bitwise XNOR with the initial vector Si to
obtain the new vector sum Si+1. At the end of this process,
the vector SN−1 is stored in MOL-memory-B. Thus, an
additional step is required to make a bitwise inversion of the
obtained vector. The resulting vector SN−1, which represents
the N-bit addition of the vectors A and B, is stored in MOL-
memory-A.

C. Space-time analysis of the N-bit addition process

The total number of computational steps required to complete
the N-bit addition is 6N+1 steps as shown in Fig. 10. The total
number of memristors reserved for the execution of the N-bit
addition is 4N memristors corresponding to four rows of the
MOL-memory architecture. These rows include the initial loca-
tions of A and B, although the initial bits of the vectors A and
B are lost. However, in some cases, the destruction of the input
vectors is undesired, especially when these inputs are required
for another computational tasks. In order to avoid this case,
pre-copy operations of the two input vectors A and B could be
performed to reserve safe versions of these vectors. Thus, two
additional computational steps are required for this case and
the new total number of computational steps becomes 6N + 3.
The considered operation sequence in Fig. 10 corresponds to
the case where A and B are both located in MOL-memory-A.
However, another two cases should be considered also: (i) If
A and B belong to different MOL-memories, one additional
pre-copy operation could be performed to drag the input vector
contained in MOL-memory-B to MOL-memory-A. (ii) If A and
B are both contained in MOL-memory-B, two additional pre-
copy operations are needed to drag them to MOL-memory-A.
These pre-copy operations are performed to maintain the same
operation sequence, which is presented in Fig. 10. Pre-copy
operations can be avoided with different sequences (one for
each case, with common parts).

VII. SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we study the performance of the proposed
computational memory architecture which is implemented using
a realistic model of Magnetic Tunnel Junction (MTJ) device and
a CMOS 65nm technology node. The study includes timing
analysis, energy consumption and robustness against device
variability.

A. Adopted memristive device

Several memristive devices have been explored in the lit-
erature. In fact, MOL technique could apply to all types of
bipolar memristive devices holding two resistance states RON

and ROFF . Among these devices, memristors such as HfOx

[38] and TiO2 [32] exhibit promising characteristics with their
high switching speed (sub-ns) and their high ROFF /RON

ratio (> 100). However, current memristor technologies suffer
from endurance limitations. Although several efforts have been
carried out to enhance endurance [38], the allowed number of
switchings per memristor is still limited in the range of 106 to
1012 for the best case. This value is relatively low for targeting
intensive computations inside memristive crossbars. The Spin
Transfer Torque Magnetic Memory (STT-MRAM) [39], which
have been redescribed in terms of memristive systems [40], is
considered as one of the most promising nonvolatile memories
(NVM). STT-MRAM is eligible for high reliability applications
[41] due to its high endurance (> 1015) [32]. As illustrated in
Fig. 11, an MTJ cell is mainly composed of two ferromagnetic
layers sandwiching an ultra-thin tunnel barrier. The resistance
of the MTJ cell depends on the relative orientation of magneti-
zation in the free and reference layers. The low resistance state
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Fig. 10. Operations sequence for an in-memory N-bit addition process using MOL-memory

(logic ’0’) of the MTJ corresponds to the parallel configuration
(P) with resistance RP , while its high resistance state (logic
’1’) is reached in the case of anti-parallel configuration (AP)
with resistance RAP . The magnitude of the applied current I
must exceed a critical value noted as IC0 to allow switching. In

AP state 

P state 

Resistance 

Magnetic field 

Free layer 

Tunnel barrier 

Reference layer 

I>IC0 

I>IC0 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 11. Typical MTJ: (a) Core structure, (b) Resistance variation

contrast to memristors, MTJs are characterized by a relatively
low margin between RP and RAP . The corresponding margin
is commonly evaluated as the Tunnel Magnetoresistance (TMR)
ratio, whose expression is presented in (10):

TMR =
∆R

RP
=
RAP −RP

RP
(10)

However, such a low margin has no effect on switching an MTJ
cell but on the corresponding sensing mechanism of the state
of this cell. This requires a more complicated sensing driver to
estimate and decide the corresponding state of a given selected
row inside the memory. In this work, we have used MTJs with
perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA). The adopted PMA
MTJ is formed of CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB layers. The physical
model describing the static, dynamic and stochastic behaviors
of the STT-PMA-MTJ is presented in [42] and [43]. In order
to fit with experimental results in the literature, the technology
parameters corresponding to the material composition are kept
at their default values. Other parameters which depend on
the designers’ choice are presented in Table II with their
corresponding values. It is worth highlighting that the low TMR
value of the adopted STT-PMA-MTJ device usually lead to a
high complexity of SAs when the memory data needs to be
read out. However, in our case, the proposed simple design
comprised of three cascaded inverters and a reference resistor
was verified to be sufficient when combined with the designed
INV and BSD blocks (Fig. 7). In fact, these two CMOS based
blocks are leveraged in order to perfectly regenerate the voltage
levels corresponding to the amplified output of the cascaded

inverters. Fig. 12 shows the switching behavior of an MTJ
device when it is fed with a square signal of amplitude 1.2V .
τAP−P and τP−AP correspond to the switching delays from AP to
P state and the reverse case respectively. In fact, switching delay
varies according to the applied voltage level. Fig. 13 illustrates
the variation of τAP−P and τP−AP with respect to the applied
voltage level. The graph indicates that switching delay decreases
with the increase of the voltage while switching from P to AP
state is faster than the reverse operation (i.e. τAP−P < τP−AP ).

The choice of the memristive device type is not constrained
by a specified MOL requirement. It can be observed from the
mechanism of MOL technique that it involves direct access to
the terminals of memristive devices which highly resembles
conventional write operation. During the operation of MOL,
the potential difference between the terminals of the memristive
device always attains a binary level. Accordingly, MOL can be
implemented in a wide range of memristive memories without
specifying particular device features. In contrast, the structure
of pre-existing logic design styles either establishes a series
connection of a resistor (e.g. IMPLY) or series connection of
the memristive devices (e.g. MAGIC) for normal operation. This
undoubtedly prevents direct access to the memristive device
terminals and consequently imposes specific device constraints,
such as the requirement of sufficient HRS/LRS ratio and/or
operated with thresholds type devices only.

TABLE II
ADOPTED VARIABLES AND PARAMETERS FOR PMA MTJ DEVICE

Parameter Value Description
tox 0.85nm Thickness of oxide barrier
TMR(0) 70% TMR ratio with 0 stress voltage
Area π × 20nm× 20nm MTJ surface
tsl 1.3nm Thickness of free layer

B. Performance analysis

Transient simulation has been conducted for the proposed
design of the MOL-memory architecture. Based on the adopted
STT-PMA-MTJ device and the CMOS 65nm process, simula-
tions have been carried out using Cadence Virtuoso toolset. In
order to evaluate the performance of the architecture, the N-bit
addition process described in Section VI is performed. The size
of the crossbar is chosen to be 8 × 8 for MOL-memory-A as
well as MOL-memory-B. The size N is chosen to be 8 bits for
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Fig. 13. Switching delay of an MTJ cell as function of applied voltage level

both numbers A and B. The corresponding operating voltage is
set to 1.2V for logic ’1’ and −1.2V for logic ’0’. Based on the
obtained transient results, total latency is evaluated as well as
the total energy consumption. As an example, Fig. 14 presents
the corresponding internal states of the 4 word-lines that are
reserved for the 8-bit addition process, which is performed on
the two arbitrary vectors A=[01011011] and B=[00111111].
The control signals of the MOL-memory architecture follow
the operation sequence presented in of Fig. 10.

1) Timing analysis: The first two steps correspond to the
initialization of vectors A and B inside MOL-memory-A. The
corresponding sum S=[10011010] is evaluated after 6N + 1
computational steps which is equal to 49 for N = 8. In fact,
the max delay is noticed to be τMax = 1.7ns which is greater
than the max switching delay of MTJ devices operating at
1.2V . This is due to the voltage drop noticed along CMOS
drivers. The actual voltage supplied to MTJ devices is 0.9V
(could be interpreted from Fig. 13). This significant voltage drop
(25%) is due to the adoption of low values of RP and RAP .
Moreover, the width W of MOSFETs has a direct effect on the
voltage drop percentage. This voltage drop could be mitigated
by increasing W , but this induces overheads on the total area
of CMOS drivers.

Therefore, the duration (T ) of each computational step must
be greater than τMax. The variability in τMax due to the stochastic
switching behavior of MTJs should also be considered. Thus,
an additional guard interval (τg) is introduced to guarantee the
switching of the MTJs. The resulting step duration for the

proposed MOL-memory architecture is T = τMax+τg = 1.7+τg.
We set τg at 100 ps which corresponds to 6% of τMax, so the
duration T is equal to 1.8ns. The minimum time required for
finalizing the addition operation (neglecting the 2 initialization
steps) is evaluated as 49× 1.8ns = 88.2ns.
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Fig. 14. Transient simulation for the in-memory 8-bit addition process

2) Robustness against resistance variability: Due to the limit
of the manufacturing technology, the actual thickness of oxide
layer and free layer of MTJ devices cannot be fixed at a constant
value. They typically vary in a small range, but can lead to a
relatively important variation in the values of LRS and HRS of
MTJ. Therefore, we have examined the effect of MTJ resistance
variability on the performance of our proposed MOL-based
computational memory architecture. Simulations are conducted
by performing the 8-bit addition. The adopted MTJ parameters
TMR, tsl and tox are kept as presented in Table II while
subjecting them to a random process. The parameters are chosen
to follow either uniform or Gaussian distribution. In Gaussian
distribution, no error has been detected even when reaching
a variation percentage of 21% for TMR, tsl and tox. As for
uniform distribution, the tolerated variation reaches 7%. This
demonstrates the robustness of the proposed design against the
resistance variability of MTJ devices.

3) Energy estimation: Energy consumption differs according
to the operation: read, write or performing computation. In this
section we will focus on the energy consumed by the memris-
tive crossbar of the MOL-memory architecture neglecting the
consumed energy by the peripheral drivers.

(i) Write-energy: Consider a single MTJ device located
inside MOL-memory architecture. The energy consumed when
a single bit is written into this MTJ device mainly depends on
its previous resistance state (RP or RAP ) and its final one.
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Hence, the 4 cases for write-energy are considered in (11).
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where Ewi/j
corresponds to the write-energy needed to put the

MTJ device in state i ∈ {0, 1}, after it was in the previous state
j ∈ {0, 1}; Vw and T are the write voltage and write duration
respectively; R

′

AP and R
′

P represent the resistance states of
1T1M cell. R

′

AP = RAP + RMOS and R
′

P = RP + RMOS .
Generally, the values of i and j are not deterministic, but the
4 cases presented in (11) are considered as equiprobable, since
there is no pre-knowledge about the data bits inside the memory
as well as the bits that would be written. Thus, the average write-
energy is estimated as the average sum of the 4 write-energy
cases as presented in (12).
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)
(12)

where ∆τ = τP−AP − τAP−P . Assuming that the term
∆τ

4
is

almost negligible compared to
T

2
, the overall expression in (12)

is simplified in (13).

Ew ≈
Vw

2

2Rw
T with Rw =

R
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PR
′

AP

R
′
P +R

′
AP

(13)

Rw represents the equivalent resistance of two MTJs having
opposite states and connected in parallel.

(ii) Read-energy: Reading a single MTJ device requires a
sensing voltage Vr and a reference resistor RRef connected in
series with a MOSFET. The total resistance of this 1T1R cell
is R

′

Ref . The corresponding state of the sensed MTJ device is
assumed to be stable. The two possible cases for read-energy
are presented in (14).
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′
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T
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′
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T

(14)

where Er0 and Er1 represents the required energy consumption
for sensing AP and P states respectively during a period T . The
corresponding average read-energy is expressed in (15).
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2Rr
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(15)
(iii) Computation-energy: Computational operations that are

performed inside MOL-memory architecture are classified into
MOL or copy operations. Table III summarizes the energy
consumed by each type of operation. Using the specifications

of the adopted MTJ which are listed in Table IV, the average
energy consumed by a MOL operation could be expressed as
EMOL = Ew/2 + Er = 0.196 pj whereas that consumed by a
copy operation is calculated as ECOPY = Ew+Er = 0.333 pj.

Normally, computation inside MOL-memory architecture is
performed on N bits simultaneously. For the N -bit addition
process which is performed within 6N + 1 cycles, 3N cycles
corresponds to MOL operations while 3N + 1 cycles corre-
sponds to copy operations. Thus, the overall consumed energy
(ET ) could be expressed as in (16).

ET = (3N)(N EMOL) + (3N + 1)(N ECOPY ) (16)

By substituting the corresponding values of EMOL and ECOPY

presented in Table III, the expression of the total energy
becomes ET = 1.587N2 + 0.333N . Specifically, for the 8-
bit addition process, ET is equal to 104.2 pJ . The value of the
energy consumption extracted by simulation is 124.43 pJ .

TABLE III
ENERGY CONSUMED BY A COMPUTATIONAL OPERATION

In1 In2 MOL-AND MOL-OR Copy
0 0 Ew0/0

+ Er0 Er0 Ew0/0
+ Er0

0 1 Er0 Ew1/0
+ Er0 Ew1/0

+ Er0

1 0 Ew0/1
+ Er1 Er1 Ew0/1

+ Er1

1 1 Er1 Ew1/1
+ Er1 Ew1/1

+ Er1

TABLE IV
SPECIFICATIONS

Specification Value
RAP 6K
RP 3.97K
RMOS 0.5K
RRef 4.8K
Vw 0.588V
Vr 0.9V
τAP−P 1.4ns
τP−AP 1.7ns
T 1.8ns

VIII. COMPARISON

In this section, the proposed MOL-memory architecture has
been compared with recently published relevant designs (listed
in Table V) targeting in-memory computing. The comparison
has been carried out based on the performance of N-bit addition
in terms of latency, energy consumption and utilized area. Note
that the considered area incorporates only the memristors in-
volved in the computation regardless of the size of the crossbar.

1) MOL vs IMPLY and MAGIC:
• Except for the parallel approach in [10], our proposed design,

which uses only 6N + 1 steps to perform addition, outper-
forms all IMPLY and MAGIC based designs listed in Table V
in terms of number of computational steps. In fact, [10] uses
the parallel approach which is intended to increase the level of
parallelism in computation. However this approach requires
significant modifications in the crossbar structure by adding
connections between its rows. This leads to an increased area
compared to the conventional crossbar structure.

• The step delay in our proposed design is 1.8ns. Although
the designs presented in [12], [30] and [13] adopt memristive
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TABLE V
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT LOGIC FAMILIES FOR N-BIT ADDITION IN TERMS OF AREA, LATENCY AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION

Reference Method # Steps Step delay Latency (ns) Area (# memristive cells) Energy (pJ)
(This work) MOL 6N + 1 1.8ns 10.8N + 1.8 4N 1.587N2 + 0.333N
[10] IMPLY Serial 29N - - 2 ∼ 9.5N
[10] IMPLY Parallel 5N + 18 - - 6N − 1 ∼ 9.5N
[11] IMPLY 89N - - 4 -
[12] MAGIC Area optimized 15N 1.3ns 19.5N 5 ∼ 3.365N
[12] MAGIC Latency optimized 12N + 1 1.3ns 15.6N + 1.3 11N − 1 ∼ 3.365N
[12] MAGIC Transpose I 15N + 1 1.3ns 19.5N + 1.3 22N − 3 ∼ 6.53N
[12] MAGIC Transpose II 10N + 3 1.3ns 13N + 3.9 13N − 3 ∼ 4.72N
[13] MAGIC 12N + 1 1.12ns 13.44N + 1.12 14N + 1 0.684N
[30] MAGIC (Naive mapping) 12N 1.43ns 17.6N 15N 0.684N
[30] MAGIC (Compact mapping) 16N 1.43ns 22.8N 24N 0.894N
[14] MAGIC 20N + 15 1.89ns 37.8N + 28.35 12 0.3N
[15] MAJ (Naive) ∼ 22N - - ∼ 4N -
[15] MAJ (MIG rewriting) ∼ 16N - - ∼ 3N -
[15] MAJ (Rewriting and compilation) ∼ 15N - - ∼ 2N -
[16] CRS (PC-Adder) 2N + 4 - - 2N + 1 -
[16] CRS (TC-Adder) 4N + 5 - - N + 2 -

devices that provide better step delay (1.12ns to 1.43ns),
the total latency in our proposed design is still the minimum
(10.8N+1.8 ns). The best case achieved with the competitor
designs is recorded in [12] with 13N + 3.9ns (i.e. ∼20%
more latency).

• In the proposed design, 4N memristors participate in the
execution of the N-bit addition. This number ranges from
11N − 1 to 24N for the majority of the designs based
on MAGIC, so our proposed design exhibits ×1.75 to ×5
area reduction. On the other hand, the IMPLY based serial
approach [10], MAGIC based area optimized design [12] and
the design presented in [11] use a fixed number of memristors
to perform addition operation. In other words, the required
number of memristors is independent of the size N of the
addition operation. This area optimization comes at the cost
of high number of computational steps (×2.5 to ×18.8).

• The average energy consumed in pJ for the memristive
crossbar in our design is 1.5867N2 +0.333N . This quadratic
expression indicates a significant energy consumption in the
order of ×N as compared to the linear energy expressions
for the other designs listed in the table. The reason for this
energy gap is that for each step the same bitwise operation
is performed on the whole word-line (size N). However, the
other approaches from the literature perform 1 bit operation
in each step. Although our methodology induces overheads
on the total energy consumption, working on the vector
level rather than bit level greatly simplifies the corresponding
control unit and reduces its complexity.
2) MOL vs MAJ and CRS:

• Logic representation using MIGs has experimentally shown
promising results in logic optimization [44]. Memristive
devices can efficiently execute the intrinsic resistive MAJ
operation. The authors of [23][15] present a programmable
in-memory computing system namely Programmable Logic-
in-Memory (PLiM). The instruction set for the PLiM archi-
tecture is based on the MAJ operation. As investigated in
[15], the number of required memristors for the addition
is ∼ 2N , which is equal to 50% of that in our approach.
However, the execution of an N-bit addition inside PLiM
requires 15N cycles for the best case, which is ×2.5 the
number of cycles required in our proposed design. This high

number of computational steps is related to the repeated
read out operations of intermediate results, which impacts in
addition the step delay and energy consumption (not evaluated
in [15]).

• The number of computational steps achieved in [16], which
uses the CRS approach, is less than that of our proposed
computational memory. However, other parameters such as
the step delay which is not investigated by the authors is ex-
pected to be greater. This is due to the fact that the presented
architecture, based on two separated memory blocks, uses
an intermediate control unit which reads data bits from one
memory block and redistribute them along BLs and WLs of
the other memory block. This process increases significantly
the overall critical path and consequently the step delay.
The number of memristive cells required in [16] is also less
than that in our proposed design. However, it is clear that
based on this approach, the reserved area corresponds to a
fixed location inside the memory, as the input bits cannot be
shared to all WLs especially for large memory sizes. This
affects the endurance of memristive cells participating in the
computation which are subjected to continuous stress.
As explained in Section V-B, the proposed memristive com-

putational memory is able to perform any general arithmetic
function by breaking it into a netlist of iterative MOL opera-
tions. As MOL is based on the primitive AND/OR operations,
the ABC tool [45], which has been employed for existing logic
design styles [30][31], could be also leveraged in order to realize
the synthesis task. This will be considered in our future work.

IX. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the MOL design style is introduced together
with an original architecture for MOL-based computational
memory. This novel logic design style is inspired from a digital
representation of memristors. Unlike existing approaches, MOL
can operate with different memristor technologies, regardless
of LRS-HRS margin and with linear as well as threshold-
type memristive devices. Furthermore, the proposed original
computational memory architecture, with appropriate drivers
and control sequences, allows the execution of numerous logic
operations, at bit or vector-level, in one or two computational
steps at most. In order to illustrate the benefits of the proposed
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approach and to evaluate its performances, the implementation
of an N -bit full addition using the proposed MOL-based com-
putational memory has been detailed. The design is simulated
in Cadence Virtuoso environment using CMOS 65nm process
and realistic model parameters for STT-PMA-MTJ device. Re-
sults comparison with existing recent approaches demonstrates
significant reductions in terms of latency and area.
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